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2018/October Braindump2go 2V0-622D Exam Dumps with VCE and PDF New Updated Today! Following are some new
2V0-622D Real Exam Questions: 1.|2018 Latest 2V0-622D Exam Dumps (VCE & PDF) 250Q&As
Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/2v0-622d.html2.|2018 Latest 2V0-622D Exam Questions & Answers Download:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNNFdlZ0tXeVFSWGM?usp=sharingQUESTION 235Which are three
prerequisites for using UEFI secure boot? (Choose three.)A. Virtual machine with EFI firmwareB. Virtual Hardware version 12
C. Virtual Machine with BIOS firmware version 6D. Virtual Hardware version 13E. Operating system that supports UEFI
secure bootAnswer: ADEQUESTION 236In vCenter Server 6.5, which two host states can be configured as remediation steps with
Proactive HA? (Choose two.)A. Maintenance modeB. DisconnectedC. Powered offD. Standby modeE. Quarantine mode
Answer: AEQUESTION 237An ESXi host has been placed into Quarantine Mode by Proactive HA.What will happen?A. Virtual
machines will be migrated off the quarantines host if doing so will not violate any DRS affinity and anti-affinity rules or cause
increased resource contention.B. Newly powered-on virtual machines may be placed on the quarantined host to balance cluster
resources. Already powered-on virtual machines will be migrated off of the quarantined host if doing so will not violate any DRS
affinity and anti-affinity rules or cause resource contention.C. All virtual machines will be migrated off the quarantined host to
other hosts in the cluster without regard to DRS rules.D. vSphere HA will conduct a failover on all VMs residing on the
quarantined host.Answer: AQUESTION 238An administrator is configuring vCenter HA and considering placing the Passive and
Witness nodes in another datacenter from the Active Node.Which is the maximum supported latency between the vCenter HA
nodes?A. 5msB. 10msC. 100msD. 30msE. 50msAnswer: BQUESTION 239An administrator is trying to add a new virtual
disk of 3TB to a virtual machine on a recently upgraded ESXi 6.x host, but receives this error:The disk capacity entered was not a
properly formed number or was out of range. It has been replaced with the nearest acceptable value.How can the new virtual disk be
added to the virtual machine?A. Upgrade the VMFS datastore.B. Change the VMFS datastore block size to 8MB.C. Move the
virtual machine to a datastore with free space.D. Use vmkfstools to upgrade to VMFS6.Answer: BQUESTION 240When working
with VM-VM DRS rules (affinity/anti-affinity), which statement is correct?A. DRS gives higher priority to preventing violations
of affinity rules than violations of anti-affinity rules.B. DRS gives the same priority to preventing violations of anti-affinity rules
as affinity rules.C. DRS does not allow both affinity and anti-affinity rules to be enabled at the same time within a cluster.D.
DRS gives higher priority to preventing violations of anti-affinity rules than violations of affinity rules.Answer: AQUESTION 241
On which level is the virtual machine system traffic reservation defined in Network I/O Control version 3?A. UplinkB.
Distributed switchC. Distributed portgroupD. HostAnswer: BQUESTION 242An administrator is reviewing a virtual machine's
storage performance on an ESXi 6.5 host and noticed that it is affecting shared data storage activity on another host.Which should be
enabled in order to mitigate the issue?A. Network I/O ControlB. Storage I/O ControlC. Storage DRSD. vSphere HAAnswer:
BQUESTION 243Which statement is true regarding Network-Aware DRS?A. Network-Aware DRS will perform load-balancing
based on the communication of virtual machines with one another.B. Network-Aware DRS is enabled through DRS advanced
options.C. Network-Aware DRS only generated suggested moves; administrators must go in and accept each Network-Aware DRS
suggestion manually.D. Network-Aware DRS will perform a final check during regular DRS load-balancing to ensure that the
destination host is not network saturated.Answer: DQUESTION 244DRS is set to Fully-Automated mode and seems to be
migrating virtual machines too frequently.Which action can potentially decrease the amount of automated migrations performed by
DRS?A. Increase the Migration Threshold by moving the slider to the right.B. Decrease the Migration Threshold by moving the
slider to the left.C. Set DRS to Partially-Automated mode.D. Enable EVC for the cluster.Answer: BQUESTION 245Which two
statements are true when vSAN & vSphere HA are enabled in the same cluster? (Choose two.)A. Any vSAN datastore mounted on
more than one host can be used as a Heartbeat datastore.B. The vSAN storage network is used for vSphere HA traffic.C. The
Management network is used for vSphere HA traffic.D. Any datastore mounted on more than one host can be used as a Heartbeat
datastore, except vSAN datastores.E. Any datastore mounted on more than one host can be used as a Heartbeat datastore.Answer:
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